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Exclusive Partner for Vehicles with more than 5t 

PREMIUM-SEAL Truck/Bus-Set exclusive at WABCO 
 

Besigheim/ Munich 15.1.2008: As manufacturer of the most innovative tyre-repair-sets Pre-
mium-Vertriebs GmbH has established the worldwide unique set for the mobility of trucks and 
busses in the OEM- and trade-market. Together with product-improvements WABCO, one of 
the world-leading suppliers of the commercial vehicle industry, has been won as exclusive 
strategic partner for the product-segment. 
 
The exclusive strategic partnership with WABCO includes the areas service and support, 
sales and product-development for the truck repair-set. With this arrangement Premium’s cus-
tomers can rely on the worldwide structure of the commercial vehicle specialist. The sales-
structure of the commercial vehicle specialist supports customers exclusively and directly 
through the offices in each country. Repair-set customers with vehicles below 5t can make 
use of the WABCO-structure as part of a non-exclusive cooperation. 
 
Beside the economic customer-advantages – as well the weight as the space of the spare-
wheels in trucks and busses can be saved – the perfect fit of the combination with WABCO’s 
tyre-pressure-monitoring system IVTM was decisive for the partnership. The product is offered 
worldwide under the name WABCO Tire Premium Seal. The comfort and the security of the 
driver are improved. In addition feet-owners profit from the reduction of the downtimes so that 
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tight schedules can be hold. A higher payload and the friendly disposal support the protection 
of the environment. 

 
With WABCO as strategic partner Premium can enforce its concentration on the highly com-
petitive market-segments car and light commercial vehicle. With its AIO-products PREMIUM 
offers the leading-edge and best value solutions considering the driver security, the ease of 
use and the environmental aspects. Based on these advantages the innovative AIO-products 
succeed against competitor-products in tests and are accepted increasingly as standard 
equipment. 
 
About PREMIUM-SEAL:  
Innovation and service in the motor-industry are claim and motivation for Premium Vertriebs 
GmbH. Today the company is represented in more than 30 countries. Innovation means to 
look at a problem as a challenge and to handle it with simple and innovative means. Service is 
the absolute will that customers are satisfied.  
With these guidelines PREMIUM-SEAL has become standard supplier for companies like 
DaimlerChrysler, NEOPLAN etc. Famous trade organisations such as Stahlgruber, BOSCH, 
Point-S, TOP SERVICE TEAM and others have decided to distribute the products. An area-
wide supply is realized in Germany and other countries as well. 
 

 
About WABCO: 
WABCO is one of the world's leading providers of electronic braking, stability, suspension and trans-
mission control systems for heavy duty commercial vehicles. Customers include the world's leading 
commercial truck, trailer and bus manufacturers. Founded in the U.S. in 1869 as Westinghouse Air 
Brake Company, WABCO was acquired by American Standard in 1968 and spun off in 2007.  Head-
quartered in Brussels, Belgium, WABCO employs more than 7,000 people in 34 offices and produc-
tion facilities worldwide.  In 2006, WABCO's total sales were $2 billion.  WABCO is a publicly traded 
company and is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the stock symbol WBC.   
Web site: www.wabco-auto.com. 
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